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Notation and terminology 

m factors, n runs

Linear main effect model (ME) – of primary interest in screening.

Full second order model – typical for RSM

Two-factor 
interactions
(2FIs)

Quadratic effects 
(Q)
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The response surface model (RSM) is the model consisting of:

1. The intercept term.

2. All main linear effects (for m factors, there are m of these)

3. All main quadratic (curvature) effects (m of these)

4. All two-factor interactions [there are m(m-1)/2 of these]

Number of terms in the full RSM:

1 +  2m + m(m-1)/2 = (m+1)(m+2)/2

The full second order (RSM) model
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Example: Six Factor RSM (m = 6)

Total is 1 + 6 + 6 + 
15 = 28 model 

terms

1. Constant term

2. m = 6 main linear effects: X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6

3. m = 6 main quadratic effects: X1
2, X2

2, X3
2, X4

2, X5
2, X6

2

4. m = m(m-1)/2 = 15 two-factor interactions:

X1X2 X1X3 X1X4 X1X5 X1X6
X2X3 X2X4 X2X5 X2X6

X3X4 X3X5 X3X6
X4X5 X4X6

X5X6



Definitive Screening Design – minimum runs

Minimum design is saturated for the 
ME + Q effects. 



Conference Matrix Definition

A conference matrix is an mxm matrix, C, with 0 for 
each diagonal element and +1 or –1 for each off 
diagonal element such that

The columns of a conference matrix are orthogonal to 
each other.

A 6x6 conference matrix  

C
T
C = (m -1)Im´m



Conference Matrix Construction

Let C be a conference matrix with m rows and m columns, 
then

where Dm is a DSD with m factors and 2m+1 runs.

To construct a DSD with more than the minimal number of 
runs, use a conference matrix with c > m columns and do 
not assign the last c – m  columns to factors.



Design Properties

1. Small number of runs – 2m + 1 at a minimum

2. Orthogonal main effects (MEs)

3. MEs orthogonal to 2FIs

4. 2FIs not confounded with other 2FIs 

5. All the MEs and pure quadratic effects are estimable

6. DSDs with more than 5 factors project onto any 3 
factors to allow fitting the full quadratic model



Citations
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Since main effects and 2nd order effects are orthogonal to each 
other you can split the response (Y) into two new responses

One response for identifying main effects – call it YME

One response for identifying 2nd order effects – call it Y2nd

And the two columns are orthogonal to each other

New Method
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1. Fit the main effects model (No Intercept) and save the 
predicted values (YME). These are the responses for the 
main effects model.

1. Save the residuals from the fit above – these residuals are 
the responses for the 2nd order effects (Y2nd).

Computing the New Responses
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Adding Fake Factors (factors you don’t use) provides a way to 
estimate variance without repeating center runs!

Why?

Fake factors are orthogonal to the real factors

Fake factors are orthogonal to all the 2nd order effects

Assuming the 3rd and higher order effects are negligible, we 
can use the fake factor degrees of freedom to create an 
unbiased estimate of the error variance!

Note: Use both the real and fake factors when fitting the main 
effects model in step 1 of the previous slide.

Digression: Benefits of “Fake” Factors
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Example: Six real factors and two fake factors

Adds 4 
runs – 2 
error df
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Examining the Main Effects Response (YME)

Note responses for each foldover pair sum to zero.

The response for the center run is zero.

There are 17 rows but only 8 independent values

(degrees of freedom – df) 

There are 6 real factors but 8 df, so there are 

8 – 6 = 2 df for estimating s2
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Examining the 2nd Order Response (Y2nd)

Responses for each foldover pair are the same.

There are 17 rows but only 9 independent values

(degrees of freedom – df) 

After estimating the Intercept, there are 8 df left for 
estimating 2nd order effects.
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1. Recall that the residuals from fitting the Main Effects data 
(YME) to the real factors have 2 degrees of freedom. 

2. To estimate s2 , sum the squared residuals from this fit and 
divide the result by 2.

3. Using this estimate, do t-tests of each coefficient

4. If the resulting p-value for an effect is small, conclude that 
effect is active.

Analysis – Identify Active Main Effects
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The heredity assumption stipulates that 2nd order effects only 
occur when the associated main effects are active.

Example 1: If main effects A and B are in the model you can 
consider the two-factor interaction AB

Example 2: B must be in the model before considering the 
quadratic effect B2

2nd Digression: Model Heredity Assumption

While there is no physical law requiring that models exhibit 
heredity, there is empirical evidence that such models are much 
more probable in real systems. 
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The set of possible models using the heredity assumption may be 
much smaller than allowing any 2nd order effect to appear in the 
model

Example: Suppose your main effects analysis yields 3 active main 
effects (C, D, F say). Then the allowable 2nd order terms are CD, CF, 
DF, C2, D2, F2

We have 8 degrees of freedom and only 6 effects, so it is possible to 
identify all 6 if they are active.

If we allow consideration all 2nd order effects, there are 15 two-
factor interactions and 6 quadratic terms – or 21 terms in all.

There are 221 or more 2 million possible models – a much harder 
model selection problem.  

Advantage of the Heredity Assumption
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Form all the 2nd order terms involving the active main effects

Do all subsets regression up to the point where the MSE of the 
best 2nd order model for a given number of terms is not 
significantly larger than your estimate of s2

Analysis – Identifying 2nd Order Effects
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Simulate Responses User Interface
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Resulting Table
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Formula Column with Random Numbers
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JMP Demonstration of New Method
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Monte Carlo Simulation in JMP 13
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Empirical Power Analysis
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Analyzing DSDs Conclusion
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Prefer using fake factors to repeated center runs.

Assume model heredity unless there is substantial scientific evidence 
to the contrary.

Model main effects separately from 2nd order effects by breaking the 
response into two responses.

Recommendations

You can use the two response decomposition idea for any
foldover design.

And one last thing…
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